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this book brings together contributions from different scholarly contexts that address a diverse range of focused topics as well as empirical and
conceptual perspectives on research with international studies some chapters focus on technical aspects exploring opportunities for drawing causal
inferences from the data and investigating biases originating in distributional scale properties others are of a more conceptual nature addressing
changes in the relevance of socio economic indicators across time and countries examining the exposure of mother tongue and english instruction on
performance and investigating the effects of test construction on gender difference the discussion takes a much needed meta perspective on the usefulness
of international large scale assessments for educational research and allows reflection upon possibilities and opportunities for their improvement this
book was originally published as a special issue of assessment in education this book explores the current landscape of initial teacher education ite in
primary schools in south africa considering recent policy directives and initiatives it highlights the dilemmas of ite for the primary school and gives a
thorough account of innovations and initiatives to improve ite the book presents what works best for quality preparation of teachers in the global south
where many children rely on their teachers and school life to break the cycle of poverty chapters draw on evidence from workplace learning pre service
study and primary school teacher education policy to highlight examples of promising change in teacher education in south africa addressing the clichés
of theory versus practice head on this book successfully brings out the challenging aspects of teacher education for childhood learning which has
otherwise been regarded as the softer option for a career in education this book will be of great interest for academics researchers and post graduate
students in the fields of teacher education african education educational policy international education and comparative education bilingual education in
the 21st century examines languages and bilingualism as individual and societal phenomena presents program types variables and policies in bilingual
education and concludes by looking at practices especially pedagogies and assessments this thought provoking work is an ideal textbook for future
teachers as well as providing a fresh view of the subject for school administrators and policy makers provides an overview of bilingual education
theories and practices throughout the world extends traditional conceptions of bilingualism and bilingual education to include global and local concerns
in the 21st century questions assumptions regarding language bilingualism and bilingual education and proposes a new theoretical framework and
alternative views of teaching and assessment practices reviews international bilingual education policies with separate chapters dedicated to us and eu
language policy in education gives reasons why bilingual education is good for all children throughout the world and presents cases of how this is being
carried out this volume contains a further selection of the best papers presented at the seventh emonet conference montreal canada august 2010 following
on from volume 7 and is augmented with invited chapters by leading scholars in the field it focuses on the experience dynamics and regulation of emotion
and the emotionally intelligent organization this edited book attempts to foreground how challenges and complexities between policy and practice
intertwine in the teaching and learning of the stem subjects in multilingual settings and how they policy and practice impact on educational processes
developments and outcomes the unique feature of this book thus lies in its combination of not just language issues in the teaching and learning of the
stem subjects but also in how these issues relate to policy and practice in multilingual contexts and how stem research and practice may inform and shape
language policies and their implementation in multilingual contexts this book is of interest to stakeholders involved in stem education such as
researchers undergraduate and graduate students tertiary level teachers teacher educators curriculum developers as well as other professionals with
responsibilities in stem education subjects the book is written in a way that is accessible to a wide range of backgrounds including those who are in
language education this volume brings together many of south africa s leading scholars of education and covers the full range of south african schooling
from financing and policy reform to in depth discussions of literacy numeracy teacher development and curriculum change the book moves beyond a
historical analysis and provides an inside view of the questions south african scholars are now grappling with are there different and preferential
equilibria we have not yet thought of or explored and if so what are they in practical terms how does one get to a more equitable distribution of
teachers resources and learning outcomes while decidedly local these questions resonate throughout the developing world south africa today is the most
unequal country in the world the richest 10 of south africans lay claim to 65 of national income and 90 of national wealth this is the largest 90 10 gap
in the world and one that is reflected in the schooling system two decades after apartheid it is still the case that the life chances of most south
african children are determined not by their ability or the result of hard work and determination but instead by the colour of their skin the province of
their birth and the wealth of their parents looking back on almost three decades of democracy in south africa it is this stubbornness of inequality and
its patterns of persistence that demands explanation justification and analysis this is a landmark book on basic education in south africa an essential
volume for those interested in learning outcomes and their inequality in south africa the various chapters present conceptually and empirically
sophisticated analyses of learning outcomes across divisions of race class and place the book brings together the wealth of decades of research output
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from top quality researchers to explore what has improved what has not and why prof lant pritchett harvard university there is much wisdom in this
collection from many of the best education analysts in south africa no surprise that they conclude that without a large and sustained expansion in well
trained teachers early childhood education and adequate school resources south africa will continue to sacrifice its people s future to maintaining the
privileges of the few prof martin carnoy stanford university altogether one can derive from this very valuable volume if not an exact blueprint for the
future then certainly at least a crucial and evidence based itinerary for the next few steps dr luis crouch rti literaturverz s 414 459 this book
explores rationales for research methodologies embedded in african contexts issues discussed include contexts for adult education research in africa
philosophical and theoretical foundations of inquiry philosophical perspectives and their implications for research doing a literature review getting
started with a research proposal quantitative research designs and carrying out surveys summarising and analysing survey data the nature of qualitative
research carrying out qualitative studies combining qualitative and quantitative methods research ethics action research feminist research approaches and
writing up and disseminating research this book describes the nyae nyae village schools an innovative and unique mother tongue education initiative set
in north eastern namibia inspired by the optimism of independence the project was designed in close consultation with the ju hoansi community in the
early 1990s drawing upon their traditional knowledge transmission strategies and initiated in a supportive political environment the project exemplified
best practice during the following two decades the village schools have transitioned from a donor supported project to government schools and have
received much attention and support from donors civil society organisations researchers and others however the students still do not seem to succeed in
the mainstream schools why is this based on long term field work in the region including interviews with nyae nyae residents over several years and work
with involved organisations the book addresses this question contextualising the village schools within post independence namibia southern african
history and the global indigenous rights movement it examines the enormous paradoxes that schooling presents for the nyae nyae community owners of
learning is the english translation of the ju hoansi word for teacher and it serves to highlight a fundamental question to whom does education belong
hilary janks addresses key questions about literacy and power in this landmark text that is both engaging and accessible her central argument is that
competing orientations to critical literacy education domination power access diversity design foreground one over the other but are crucially
interdependent and need to work together to create possibilities for redesign and social action that serve a social justice agenda she examines the
theory underpinning each orientation and develops new theory in the argument for interdependence and integration sitting at the interface between theory
and practice constantly moving from one to the other the text is rich with examples of how to use these orientations in real teaching contexts and how to
use them to counterbalance one another in the groundbreaking final chapter janks considers how the rationalist underpinning of critical literacy tends to
exclude the non rational shows ways of working beyond reason pleasure and play desire and the unconscious and makes the case that these need to be taken
seriously given their power to cut across the work of critical literacy educators working from any orientation shades of globalization casts an
ethnographic eye on the interplay between local and global influences on the organization and activities within three early childhood settings each of
which is located in a context of rapid social change stemming from a four year study of early childhood thought and practice each of the eight chapters
touches on a different aspect of the three case study preschools one each in india south africa and an aboriginal community in canada this publication
contains original research targeting scientific specialists in the field of education through research endeavours grounded on a philosophical basis as
well as being embedded in the empirical the research methodology of each chapter emanates from applicable philosophical assumptions in the form of an
applicable theoretical and conceptual framework the latter forms a firm basis for the application of sound empiricism the content of this book adds to
the body of scholarly knowledge in education in his evaluation of the book acting executive dean faculty of education and training professor akpovire
oduaran made the following remarks to a large extent the ideas put together in this book have come from data generated not just from literature found in
books and journals but actual interactions with educators and the learning environment so then what the reader is offered in this volume is the
articulation of ideas that have been interrogated structured and presented in surprisingly simplistic and yet incisive and academically enriching content
that can match the standards of scholarship that is available in the western world yet what makes this book so welcome relevant and timely is the fact
that it is built around afrocentric theories and practices such as one may find in imported literature this volume highlights the shortcomings concerning
literacy development in africa and collates the current available literature based on empirical research in various countries in a coherent manner
further emphasized is how the current research can guide practical information to improve the literacy situation in africa the research studies will
encompass various fields such as linguistics neurosciences and education and will provide future research directions and instructional recommendations to
improve the literacy situation in africa focusing on the use of african languages in higher education this book showcases south african higher education
practitioners attempts to promote a multilingual ethos in their classes it is a first time overview of multilingual teaching and learning strategies that
have been tried and tested in a number of higher education institutions in south africa despite language in education policies that extol the virtues of
multilingualism practice remains oriented towards english only learning and teaching in the multilingual contexts of local campuses this book shows how
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students and lecturers attempt to understand their multiple identities and use the available languages to create multilingual learning environments at a
time when the paradigm gap sridhar sridhar 1986 between the efl and esl research areas is attracting much scholarly attention the contributions in the
current volume explore this gap from the perspective of linguistic innovations across the two different types of non native englishes in this endeavour
this volume unveils the many facets of linguistic innovations in non native english varieties and explores the fine line between learners erroneous
versus creative use of a target language adopting empirical corpus based approaches to portray linguistic innovations characteristic of efl and esl
varieties the contributions show how the interaction of linguistic and social forces influences the development of novel linguistic forms in both
endonormative esl contexts and exonormative efl contexts this volume is of relevance to linguists who are interested in the features of non native
english and who wish to gain a better understanding of the nature of innovations along the efl esl continuum originally published as a special issue of
international journal of learner corpora research 2 2 2016 this book examines the new donor concept education for all which was coined at a world bank
initiated conference in 1990 in jomtien thailand the author uses her experience to examine what is going on in the education sector this collection
presents some of the best peer reviewed papers from a conference with the theme creating sustainable empowering learning environments through scholarship
of engagement with the advent of the national gambling act no 33 of 1996 the legislative environment with regards to gambling changed dramatically
critiquing the positioning of children from non dominant groups as linguistically deficient this book aims to bridge the gap between theorizing of
language in critical sociolinguistics and approaches to language in education carolyn mckinney uses the lens of linguistic ideologies teachers and
students beliefs about language to shed light on the continuing problem of reproduction of linguistic inequality framed within global debates in
sociolinguistics and applied linguistics she examines the case of historically white schools in south africa a post colonial context where political
power has shifted but where the power of whiteness continues to provide new insights into the complex relationships between language and power and
language and subjectivity implications for language curricula and policy in contexts of linguistic diversity are foregrounded providing an accessible
overview of the scholarly literature on language ideologies and language as social practice and resource in multilingual contexts language and power in
post colonial schooling uses the conceptual tools it presents to analyze classroom interaction and ethnographic observations from the day to day life in
case study schools and explores implications of both the research literature and the analyses of students and teachers discourses and practices for
language in education policy and curriculum teaching and learning paradigms have attracted increased attention especially in the last decade immense
developments of different ict technologies and services have paved the way for alternative but effective approaches in educational processes many
concepts of the agent technology such as intelligence autonomy and cooperation have had a direct positive impact on many of the requests imposed on
modern e learning systems and educational processes this book presents the state of the art of e learning and tutoring systems and discusses their
capabilities and benefits that stem from integrating software agents we hope that the presented work will be of a great use to our colleagues and
researchers interested in the e learning and agent technology the education triple cocktail brings together rigorous quantitative and qualitative
research on a new approach to improving foundational teaching and learning for schoolchildren living in working class poor and remote rural communities
in resource constrained systems like south africa at the core of this book is the theory and evidence for a powerful new interlocking and mutually
reinforcing change model inspired by the aids treatment story the three pronged approach of structured daily lesson plans appropriate and high quality
educational materials and one on one instructional coaching to help teachers transform their instructional practices in early grade classrooms shows that
it will improve learning outcomes for education systems defined by low levels of early grade learning and profoundly unequal outcomes the education
triple cocktail offers a theoretically informed evidence based way forward this book will be of immense use to teachers students of education
policymakers and parents this book debunks the argument that quality in education can only be achieved by limiting or trading off equality the quality of
schooling is a major issue for third world nations across the globe however there is no single measure which is universally accepted whether it is as
some economists might argue an issue of the number of desks per classroom or one of national sovereignty is widely disputed defining equality in
education becomes increasingly difficult in an era of globalization in which there exists a wide gap between rich and poor both within and between
nations in the context of an international move towards new right politics and neo liberal economic ideologies both the quality and equality of education
are imperiled this book argues that any worthy definition of quality education must include the interests and participation of the underprivileged the
comparative education reader brings together leading scholars to provide a collection of writings on the rapidly expanding discipline of comparative
education apartheid isn t over so malaika wa azania boldly argues in memoirs of a born free her account of growing up black in modern day south africa
malaika was born in late 1991 as the white minority government was on its way out making her a born free the name given to the generation born after the
end of apartheid but malaika s experience with institutionalized racism offers a view of south africa that contradicts the implied racial liberation of
the so called rainbow nation recounting her upbringing in a black township racked by poverty and disease the death of a beloved uncle at the hands of
white police and her alienation at multiracial schools she evokes a country still held in thrall by de facto apartheid she takes us through her anger and
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disillusionment with the myth of black liberation to the birth and development of her dedication to the black consciousness movement which continues to
be a guiding force in her life a trenchant audacious and ultimately hopeful narrative memoirs of a born free introduces an important new voice in south
african and indeed global activism a powerful and essential anthology that sheds light on the status of women throughout the world hailed by alice walker
as one of the most important human documents of the century this collection of groundbreaking essays examines the global status of women s experiences
from oppression to persecution originally published in 1984 the compilation features pieces written by a diverse set of powerful women journalists
politicians grassroots activists and scholars from seventy countries author robin morgan a champion of women s rights herself expertly weaves these
inspiring essays into one comprehensive feminist text these compelling herstories contain thoroughly researched statistics on the status of women
throughout the world each chapter focuses on a different country and includes data on education government marriage motherhood prostitution rape sexual
harassment and sexual preference sisterhood is global transcends political systems and geographical boundaries to unite women and their experiences in a
way that remains unequalled even decades after its first publication this edited volume presents eleven empirical papers reporting the existing
literature and the results of an original study focusing on emi english as a medium of instruction in a particular area central and eastern europe
western and southern europe nordic baltic countries central asia the middle east east asia south east asia north africa sub saharan africa south asia and
latin america each of these different areas tends to have its own ways of dealing with the emi issue and these are brought together in a meta analysis in
the final chapter implications for the conduct of english as a medium of instruction are drawn both on a chapter by chapter basis and also in the meta
analysis the examination of emi on a contextual basis is a unique feature of this book setting it apart from others in the field which almost all deal
with a single or limited context the volume will be of interest to policymakers institutional heads graduate students and their teachers and to thesis
writers and researchers lessons from the kalahari tracking teachers professional development explores how northern cape teachers who were enrolled in a
bachelor of education in service course responded to three professional development modules specialising in mathematics education english language
teaching and foundation phase teaching respectively mainly through fine grained analyses of their classroom practice the studies in this volume
demonstrate how these teachers grappled with new content knowledge and pedagogical innovations to improve the quality of teaching in their classrooms the
chapters include case studies that range across a variety of pedagogical topics including mathematics and english teachers classroom practices
involvement of parents of foundation phase learners and learners autonomous mathematics learning the book makes an original empirically based
contribution to the understanding of the challenges confronting primary and secondary school teachers in remote rural parts of northern cape province
south africa series of pamphlets on countries of the world revisions issued
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Assessment of Reading in International Studies

2020-05-21

this book brings together contributions from different scholarly contexts that address a diverse range of focused topics as well as empirical and
conceptual perspectives on research with international studies some chapters focus on technical aspects exploring opportunities for drawing causal
inferences from the data and investigating biases originating in distributional scale properties others are of a more conceptual nature addressing
changes in the relevance of socio economic indicators across time and countries examining the exposure of mother tongue and english instruction on
performance and investigating the effects of test construction on gender difference the discussion takes a much needed meta perspective on the usefulness
of international large scale assessments for educational research and allows reflection upon possibilities and opportunities for their improvement this
book was originally published as a special issue of assessment in education

African Books in Print

1978

this book explores the current landscape of initial teacher education ite in primary schools in south africa considering recent policy directives and
initiatives it highlights the dilemmas of ite for the primary school and gives a thorough account of innovations and initiatives to improve ite the book
presents what works best for quality preparation of teachers in the global south where many children rely on their teachers and school life to break the
cycle of poverty chapters draw on evidence from workplace learning pre service study and primary school teacher education policy to highlight examples of
promising change in teacher education in south africa addressing the clichés of theory versus practice head on this book successfully brings out the
challenging aspects of teacher education for childhood learning which has otherwise been regarded as the softer option for a career in education this
book will be of great interest for academics researchers and post graduate students in the fields of teacher education african education educational
policy international education and comparative education

Glimpses into Primary School Teacher Education in South Africa

2020-11-05

bilingual education in the 21st century examines languages and bilingualism as individual and societal phenomena presents program types variables and
policies in bilingual education and concludes by looking at practices especially pedagogies and assessments this thought provoking work is an ideal
textbook for future teachers as well as providing a fresh view of the subject for school administrators and policy makers provides an overview of
bilingual education theories and practices throughout the world extends traditional conceptions of bilingualism and bilingual education to include global
and local concerns in the 21st century questions assumptions regarding language bilingualism and bilingual education and proposes a new theoretical
framework and alternative views of teaching and assessment practices reviews international bilingual education policies with separate chapters dedicated
to us and eu language policy in education gives reasons why bilingual education is good for all children throughout the world and presents cases of how
this is being carried out

Bilingual Education in the 21st Century

2011-09-09

this volume contains a further selection of the best papers presented at the seventh emonet conference montreal canada august 2010 following on from
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volume 7 and is augmented with invited chapters by leading scholars in the field it focuses on the experience dynamics and regulation of emotion and the
emotionally intelligent organization

CIS International Schools Directory 2009/10

2009-10

this edited book attempts to foreground how challenges and complexities between policy and practice intertwine in the teaching and learning of the stem
subjects in multilingual settings and how they policy and practice impact on educational processes developments and outcomes the unique feature of this
book thus lies in its combination of not just language issues in the teaching and learning of the stem subjects but also in how these issues relate to
policy and practice in multilingual contexts and how stem research and practice may inform and shape language policies and their implementation in
multilingual contexts this book is of interest to stakeholders involved in stem education such as researchers undergraduate and graduate students
tertiary level teachers teacher educators curriculum developers as well as other professionals with responsibilities in stem education subjects the book
is written in a way that is accessible to a wide range of backgrounds including those who are in language education

Education Statistics

2005

this volume brings together many of south africa s leading scholars of education and covers the full range of south african schooling from financing and
policy reform to in depth discussions of literacy numeracy teacher development and curriculum change the book moves beyond a historical analysis and
provides an inside view of the questions south african scholars are now grappling with are there different and preferential equilibria we have not yet
thought of or explored and if so what are they in practical terms how does one get to a more equitable distribution of teachers resources and learning
outcomes while decidedly local these questions resonate throughout the developing world south africa today is the most unequal country in the world the
richest 10 of south africans lay claim to 65 of national income and 90 of national wealth this is the largest 90 10 gap in the world and one that is
reflected in the schooling system two decades after apartheid it is still the case that the life chances of most south african children are determined
not by their ability or the result of hard work and determination but instead by the colour of their skin the province of their birth and the wealth of
their parents looking back on almost three decades of democracy in south africa it is this stubbornness of inequality and its patterns of persistence
that demands explanation justification and analysis this is a landmark book on basic education in south africa an essential volume for those interested
in learning outcomes and their inequality in south africa the various chapters present conceptually and empirically sophisticated analyses of learning
outcomes across divisions of race class and place the book brings together the wealth of decades of research output from top quality researchers to
explore what has improved what has not and why prof lant pritchett harvard university there is much wisdom in this collection from many of the best
education analysts in south africa no surprise that they conclude that without a large and sustained expansion in well trained teachers early childhood
education and adequate school resources south africa will continue to sacrifice its people s future to maintaining the privileges of the few prof martin
carnoy stanford university altogether one can derive from this very valuable volume if not an exact blueprint for the future then certainly at least a
crucial and evidence based itinerary for the next few steps dr luis crouch rti

Experiencing and Managing Emotions in the Workplace

2012-06-20

literaturverz s 414 459
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Multilingual Education Yearbook 2021

2021-05-04

this book explores rationales for research methodologies embedded in african contexts issues discussed include contexts for adult education research in
africa philosophical and theoretical foundations of inquiry philosophical perspectives and their implications for research doing a literature review
getting started with a research proposal quantitative research designs and carrying out surveys summarising and analysing survey data the nature of
qualitative research carrying out qualitative studies combining qualitative and quantitative methods research ethics action research feminist research
approaches and writing up and disseminating research

South African Schooling: The Enigma of Inequality

2019-11-05

this book describes the nyae nyae village schools an innovative and unique mother tongue education initiative set in north eastern namibia inspired by
the optimism of independence the project was designed in close consultation with the ju hoansi community in the early 1990s drawing upon their
traditional knowledge transmission strategies and initiated in a supportive political environment the project exemplified best practice during the
following two decades the village schools have transitioned from a donor supported project to government schools and have received much attention and
support from donors civil society organisations researchers and others however the students still do not seem to succeed in the mainstream schools why is
this based on long term field work in the region including interviews with nyae nyae residents over several years and work with involved organisations
the book addresses this question contextualising the village schools within post independence namibia southern african history and the global indigenous
rights movement it examines the enormous paradoxes that schooling presents for the nyae nyae community owners of learning is the english translation of
the ju hoansi word for teacher and it serves to highlight a fundamental question to whom does education belong

Resources in Education

1994

hilary janks addresses key questions about literacy and power in this landmark text that is both engaging and accessible her central argument is that
competing orientations to critical literacy education domination power access diversity design foreground one over the other but are crucially
interdependent and need to work together to create possibilities for redesign and social action that serve a social justice agenda she examines the
theory underpinning each orientation and develops new theory in the argument for interdependence and integration sitting at the interface between theory
and practice constantly moving from one to the other the text is rich with examples of how to use these orientations in real teaching contexts and how to
use them to counterbalance one another in the groundbreaking final chapter janks considers how the rationalist underpinning of critical literacy tends to
exclude the non rational shows ways of working beyond reason pleasure and play desire and the unconscious and makes the case that these need to be taken
seriously given their power to cut across the work of critical literacy educators working from any orientation

Education for All 2000-2015: Achievements and challenges

2015-04-08

shades of globalization casts an ethnographic eye on the interplay between local and global influences on the organization and activities within three
early childhood settings each of which is located in a context of rapid social change stemming from a four year study of early childhood thought and
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practice each of the eight chapters touches on a different aspect of the three case study preschools one each in india south africa and an aboriginal
community in canada

Research Methods for Adult Educators in Africa

2005

this publication contains original research targeting scientific specialists in the field of education through research endeavours grounded on a
philosophical basis as well as being embedded in the empirical the research methodology of each chapter emanates from applicable philosophical
assumptions in the form of an applicable theoretical and conceptual framework the latter forms a firm basis for the application of sound empiricism the
content of this book adds to the body of scholarly knowledge in education in his evaluation of the book acting executive dean faculty of education and
training professor akpovire oduaran made the following remarks to a large extent the ideas put together in this book have come from data generated not
just from literature found in books and journals but actual interactions with educators and the learning environment so then what the reader is offered
in this volume is the articulation of ideas that have been interrogated structured and presented in surprisingly simplistic and yet incisive and
academically enriching content that can match the standards of scholarship that is available in the western world yet what makes this book so welcome
relevant and timely is the fact that it is built around afrocentric theories and practices such as one may find in imported literature

Owners of Learning

2016

this volume highlights the shortcomings concerning literacy development in africa and collates the current available literature based on empirical
research in various countries in a coherent manner further emphasized is how the current research can guide practical information to improve the literacy
situation in africa the research studies will encompass various fields such as linguistics neurosciences and education and will provide future research
directions and instructional recommendations to improve the literacy situation in africa

The African Book Publishing Record

2006

focusing on the use of african languages in higher education this book showcases south african higher education practitioners attempts to promote a
multilingual ethos in their classes it is a first time overview of multilingual teaching and learning strategies that have been tried and tested in a
number of higher education institutions in south africa despite language in education policies that extol the virtues of multilingualism practice remains
oriented towards english only learning and teaching in the multilingual contexts of local campuses this book shows how students and lecturers attempt to
understand their multiple identities and use the available languages to create multilingual learning environments

Literacy and Power

2009-10-16

at a time when the paradigm gap sridhar sridhar 1986 between the efl and esl research areas is attracting much scholarly attention the contributions in
the current volume explore this gap from the perspective of linguistic innovations across the two different types of non native englishes in this
endeavour this volume unveils the many facets of linguistic innovations in non native english varieties and explores the fine line between learners
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erroneous versus creative use of a target language adopting empirical corpus based approaches to portray linguistic innovations characteristic of efl and
esl varieties the contributions show how the interaction of linguistic and social forces influences the development of novel linguistic forms in both
endonormative esl contexts and exonormative efl contexts this volume is of relevance to linguists who are interested in the features of non native
english and who wish to gain a better understanding of the nature of innovations along the efl esl continuum originally published as a special issue of
international journal of learner corpora research 2 2 2016

Language and Development in Southern Africa

2001

this book examines the new donor concept education for all which was coined at a world bank initiated conference in 1990 in jomtien thailand the author
uses her experience to examine what is going on in the education sector

Shades of Globalization in Three Early Childhood Settings

2010-01-01

this collection presents some of the best peer reviewed papers from a conference with the theme creating sustainable empowering learning environments
through scholarship of engagement

BOLESWA Conference

2000

with the advent of the national gambling act no 33 of 1996 the legislative environment with regards to gambling changed dramatically

A scholarly contribution to educational praxis

2016-12-31

critiquing the positioning of children from non dominant groups as linguistically deficient this book aims to bridge the gap between theorizing of
language in critical sociolinguistics and approaches to language in education carolyn mckinney uses the lens of linguistic ideologies teachers and
students beliefs about language to shed light on the continuing problem of reproduction of linguistic inequality framed within global debates in
sociolinguistics and applied linguistics she examines the case of historically white schools in south africa a post colonial context where political
power has shifted but where the power of whiteness continues to provide new insights into the complex relationships between language and power and
language and subjectivity implications for language curricula and policy in contexts of linguistic diversity are foregrounded providing an accessible
overview of the scholarly literature on language ideologies and language as social practice and resource in multilingual contexts language and power in
post colonial schooling uses the conceptual tools it presents to analyze classroom interaction and ethnographic observations from the day to day life in
case study schools and explores implications of both the research literature and the analyses of students and teachers discourses and practices for
language in education policy and curriculum
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Handbook of Literacy in Africa

2023

teaching and learning paradigms have attracted increased attention especially in the last decade immense developments of different ict technologies and
services have paved the way for alternative but effective approaches in educational processes many concepts of the agent technology such as intelligence
autonomy and cooperation have had a direct positive impact on many of the requests imposed on modern e learning systems and educational processes this
book presents the state of the art of e learning and tutoring systems and discusses their capabilities and benefits that stem from integrating software
agents we hope that the presented work will be of a great use to our colleagues and researchers interested in the e learning and agent technology

Multilingual Universities in South Africa

2014-04-03

the education triple cocktail brings together rigorous quantitative and qualitative research on a new approach to improving foundational teaching and
learning for schoolchildren living in working class poor and remote rural communities in resource constrained systems like south africa at the core of
this book is the theory and evidence for a powerful new interlocking and mutually reinforcing change model inspired by the aids treatment story the three
pronged approach of structured daily lesson plans appropriate and high quality educational materials and one on one instructional coaching to help
teachers transform their instructional practices in early grade classrooms shows that it will improve learning outcomes for education systems defined by
low levels of early grade learning and profoundly unequal outcomes the education triple cocktail offers a theoretically informed evidence based way
forward this book will be of immense use to teachers students of education policymakers and parents

South African Journal of Psychology

2008

this book debunks the argument that quality in education can only be achieved by limiting or trading off equality the quality of schooling is a major
issue for third world nations across the globe however there is no single measure which is universally accepted whether it is as some economists might
argue an issue of the number of desks per classroom or one of national sovereignty is widely disputed defining equality in education becomes increasingly
difficult in an era of globalization in which there exists a wide gap between rich and poor both within and between nations in the context of an
international move towards new right politics and neo liberal economic ideologies both the quality and equality of education are imperiled this book
argues that any worthy definition of quality education must include the interests and participation of the underprivileged

Rethinking Linguistic Creativity in Non-native Englishes

2018-07-19

the comparative education reader brings together leading scholars to provide a collection of writings on the rapidly expanding discipline of comparative
education
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Whose Education For All?

2002-06

apartheid isn t over so malaika wa azania boldly argues in memoirs of a born free her account of growing up black in modern day south africa malaika was
born in late 1991 as the white minority government was on its way out making her a born free the name given to the generation born after the end of
apartheid but malaika s experience with institutionalized racism offers a view of south africa that contradicts the implied racial liberation of the so
called rainbow nation recounting her upbringing in a black township racked by poverty and disease the death of a beloved uncle at the hands of white
police and her alienation at multiracial schools she evokes a country still held in thrall by de facto apartheid she takes us through her anger and
disillusionment with the myth of black liberation to the birth and development of her dedication to the black consciousness movement which continues to
be a guiding force in her life a trenchant audacious and ultimately hopeful narrative memoirs of a born free introduces an important new voice in south
african and indeed global activism

10 Stories of Inspiration

200?

a powerful and essential anthology that sheds light on the status of women throughout the world hailed by alice walker as one of the most important human
documents of the century this collection of groundbreaking essays examines the global status of women s experiences from oppression to persecution
originally published in 1984 the compilation features pieces written by a diverse set of powerful women journalists politicians grassroots activists and
scholars from seventy countries author robin morgan a champion of women s rights herself expertly weaves these inspiring essays into one comprehensive
feminist text these compelling herstories contain thoroughly researched statistics on the status of women throughout the world each chapter focuses on a
different country and includes data on education government marriage motherhood prostitution rape sexual harassment and sexual preference sisterhood is
global transcends political systems and geographical boundaries to unite women and their experiences in a way that remains unequalled even decades after
its first publication

Praxis towards sustainable empowering learning environments in South Africa

2010-01-01

this edited volume presents eleven empirical papers reporting the existing literature and the results of an original study focusing on emi english as a
medium of instruction in a particular area central and eastern europe western and southern europe nordic baltic countries central asia the middle east
east asia south east asia north africa sub saharan africa south asia and latin america each of these different areas tends to have its own ways of
dealing with the emi issue and these are brought together in a meta analysis in the final chapter implications for the conduct of english as a medium of
instruction are drawn both on a chapter by chapter basis and also in the meta analysis the examination of emi on a contextual basis is a unique feature
of this book setting it apart from others in the field which almost all deal with a single or limited context the volume will be of interest to
policymakers institutional heads graduate students and their teachers and to thesis writers and researchers

The Social Impact of Gambling in South Africa

2000

lessons from the kalahari tracking teachers professional development explores how northern cape teachers who were enrolled in a bachelor of education in
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service course responded to three professional development modules specialising in mathematics education english language teaching and foundation phase
teaching respectively mainly through fine grained analyses of their classroom practice the studies in this volume demonstrate how these teachers grappled
with new content knowledge and pedagogical innovations to improve the quality of teaching in their classrooms the chapters include case studies that
range across a variety of pedagogical topics including mathematics and english teachers classroom practices involvement of parents of foundation phase
learners and learners autonomous mathematics learning the book makes an original empirically based contribution to the understanding of the challenges
confronting primary and secondary school teachers in remote rural parts of northern cape province south africa

Language and Power in Post-Colonial Schooling

2016-07-15

series of pamphlets on countries of the world revisions issued

E-Learning Paradigms and Applications

2013-12-05

Cross-border Languages

1998

The Education Triple Cocktail

2018-08-15

Third World Education

2002-05-03

Comparative Education Reader

2003

Memoirs of a Born Free

2018-11-20
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Sisterhood Is Global

2016-03-08

The Practice of English as a Medium of Instruction (EMI) Around the World

2023-09-09

Setswana Special Skills Handbook

1979

Lessons from the Kalahari

2020-05-05

Botswana, Post Report

1985

Post Report

1985
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